Hoffa urges students to be active in prison reform
By (WRAY RIMK
, il higher
Calling prisons --univel
education in crime.- lames R I tolls urged
college students to become more active in
working tor prisun retie: m.
The lormer Teamsters Union peesident.
speaking at the University al Santa Clara
Tuesday alternoun, said if students
concerned themselves with the problems
ul penal instit utions. they would do more
than all the prison Dictate in the United
States."
Warning the students not to think "this
couldn’t happen to me." Huila told the
audience that at the hall million persons
an detention. 100,000 to 150,000 are under
18 years of age.
For Hot lass soon as he was sentenced
for jury tampering and pension lund
fraud, he was"no longer a tree American."
He no longer had a choice of housing.
sanitary conditions. clothing or medical
treatment.
"II one should happen to need lalse
teeth, there’s a year-and-a -half wait,

De dental laboratory is next
door.- said Huila. He stressed the delay is
done solely for the purpose of showing
who’s the boss.
Huila emphatically stated the threat to
one’s lite from fellow prisoners as the
greatest danger while in jail. He asked the
listeners, "Could you sleep well if next to
you or above you was a person subject to
violent action, violence that could be on
your
While an inmate at Lewisburg Federal
Penitentiary. Hotta said he witnessed
murders and mass rape. He added anyone
under 30 years old that wouldn’t fight or
stab someone else was subject to mass
rape.
II is this threat of violence, continuous
tension and working tor 17 cents an hour
that makes parole a must, according to
Hotta. However gelling a parole is usually
a traumatic experience.
Hotta cited an example of an inmate
who served 27 years and was given "a
matter ol live minutes to plead for a

second chance." His parole was refused
because the parole board "wanted two
more years to look at him."
An individual’s troubles aren’t over
once he "hits the bricks" with a parole.
Parole usually means "S45 in your pocket.
a bus ticket to a town you’ve never been
belore and no prospect of a job," said the
speaker.
Hotta insisted the stigma of "ex -con,"
leaving little hope fur employment.
explains why persons on parole commit a
greater crime the second time. He
cautioned the audience to think they
would act any dillerently il there was
to earns living alter
detimlytinurop
serving years "behind a wall."
It was bather urged that persons "look
behind the headlines. See what the real
truth is. - Hotta lashed out at the prisons
0111Clalli who talk about "the terrible
things happening on our streets.
"they’re tooling the American people
because ... they have created this system
by their very lack and inditterence to

what happens to an individual placed on
parole."
Hotta at the end DI his low-key polished
presentation was warmly applauded. The
question and answer period produced a
dillerent response.
Responding to an inquiry. Hulls
defended the Teamsters Union in its jurisdictional dispute with the United Farm
Workers. He condemned Cesar Chavez as
one not to be trusted. He said Chavez had
broken two
agreements
with the
eamsters.
He added Chavez wouldn’t be
successlul in his battle against the
’teamsters. Members ot the audience
began hissing.
Labeling homosexuals "not bad people.
a little contused. who lault their parents"
brought a round at laughter.
tither points made by Hotta were:
He has supported Pres. Nixon ever
since Nixon entered politics.
He’s opposed to the complete
elimination ot capital punishment.
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Chicano EOP crowded
while bureaucracy mounts

Gabriel Reyes

Iranian grant
ruled legal
by treasurer
A.S. Council’s $1,700 allocation, made
last Wednesday to the Iranian Students
Association, has been ruled legal by A.S.
Treasurer Andy McDonald.
McDonald’s ruling came Thursday
morning alter he reviewed the council
minutes of Nov. 1. 1972, during which the
ISA received their original $700 grant.
The Spartan Daily had already reported
last week’s grant to be inconsistent with
Act 21, which specifies that any
allocation requests over $100 must go
through the Special Allocation Committee.
That hest grant was made after a
Special
Allocations
Committee
reCommendation. ’the ISA was then
promised to be high on the council’s
priorities tor the spring semester, and that
they would receive an additional grant
after the counting of spring fees.
On this basis. McDonald, as chief fiscal
officer of the Association, decided that the
allocation request was still legislative
business, and would not have to be reintroduced through Special Allocations.

13y MARTIN WEYBRET
"College is nothing somebody cant do.
That’s the premise ol the Educational
Opportunity Program as expressed by
Gabriel Reyes, director of Chicano EOP.
He says the program works; even the
state says it works. "But if the program
ever goes down the drain, it will be for
lack of money." he said.
Enrollment has increased steadily over
the program’s live-year life, but no staff or
additional funds have been provided,
Reyes said. Tutoring sessions are
overcrowded and bureaucracy is piling
up.
As he put it. "You can’t coordinate
things properly and fully with only a parttime person working."
Here’s how EOP works:
The stall searches out students it
believes can do well in college but who.
tor social, economic or educational
reasons, have not met San lose State
University entrance requirements.
Tutoring and counseling aids are
available to a student admitted to EOP. A
lull-time counselor and several part-time
helpers advise students on the draft,
personal problems, academic requirements, job placement and financial
aids. The most important part is a
tutoring service manned by work-study
students.
That’s it. There are no special classes
just for EOP students and no sanctioned
academic leeway. EOP itself provides no
grants or scholarships, though the staff is
knowledgable about available funds.
But Reyes is concerned about
overcrowding. "The biggest problem is
money.- he said. The staff and funds have
not grown since the program began. "We
can’t do a preventative game."
The non-professional tutors must deal
with as many as ten students at a time.
Counselors, Reyes says, spend too much
time with students already in trouble
rather than helping assure they don’t
reach that stage.
One of the alternatives is to reduce the
number of students admitted to the
program, but this would mean possibly
turning away some who could make it
without tutoring or special help.

King to present new
budget next week
A.S. Pres. Dennis King will present his
version of the Association budget to the
Budget Committee early next week.
While actual budget requests total more
than $568,000. King anticipates that additional requests will drive that up to
$750,000. or $292,000 more than the anticipated income tram spring semester
lees.
In order to balance the budget, the
$292,000 must be cut tram somewhere,
which must be done by the Budget Committee, King, and the A.S. Council.
"What
we’re
faced
with." King
explained, "is a fixed income. many fixed
costs, and the inevitable fact that not
everyone gets all they want. We have two
ways of getting there (to a balanced
budget). We can make across-the-board

Draft evader
enters plea
Kennett( Rutledge, former San lose
State University student, was arraigned
Monday in U.S. Magistrate Court on a
grand jury indictment charging him with
failure to report for induction.
Rutledge, who recently returned from
Sweden to lace the indictment, entered a
plea of not guilty. Pre-trial motions and
trial setting will be made at 9:110 a.m.
March 13, in U.S. District Court in San
lm..

slashes or selective cuts."
King decided that across-the-board
cuts were unfair because, he said, "they
are equal, that everyone’sneeds are equal.
and that the people submitting the budget
requests have no priorities."
King also mentioned those people more
experienced in fiscal affairs who
deliberately pad their budgets requests
because they know it will be cut.
For this reason King decided on using
selective cuts to eliminate the deficit he
will be faced with, which will run
anywhere from $108,000 to $292,000.
Some of these cuts will come, King
thinks, after he asks the Budget Committee for some definitions of relationships. between the A.S. and some of the
groups it is funding.
King wants these definitions lobe twopart statements, including a statement
from the Budget Committee defining the
relationship as they see it. anti a second
part Irom the organization being funded,
to hear their interpretation.
Among these groups are Womens.
Intercollegiate Athletics. the Environmental Information Center, the
Spartan Daily, Reed Magazine, and the
Grants -in -Aid program of MensIntercollegiate Athletics.
In lurther consolidation of the budget
process, King hopes to have legislative
acts establishing some ol the AS. agencies functioning out of his office, like the
Planning Agency anti the Consumer Sw I chimer& This would insure future Wilding tor the agencies as on -going
programs. King maintained.

Complaining about lack of authority.
Reyes said he is frustrated with his ability
to make changes. He pointed out that
students selected for the program can
only be technically recommended for admittance to SISU. This causes friction
because the Admissions Of lice holds the
final say, he said.
Lack of cooperation in other areas is
worse, he said. Without citing specific
examples. Reyes contended that enthusiasm for the project is waning among
the faculty members.
When the project began live years ago.
professors were quick to call and offer
help or suggestions for EOP students in
their classes.
Now, said Reyes, professors feel they
must lower their standards to accommodate EOP students.
"To make something work you have to
have either cooperation or authority."
Reyes said he has neither.
He is also concerned about the school’s
minority hiring policies. When federal affirmative action guidelines were first
raised "they (administrators) talked it up
a lot.- But few minorities were hired.
Concern about reverse racism. on the

other hand, prompted a quick retreat from
the former position, he said. Insistence on
hiring standards has been overdone in
Reyes’ estimation.
"A lot ol qualifications are thrown in as
a matter of procedure," he said. As an
example. Reyes said many minority group
members would make good deans except
they do not hold a PhD.
"I don’t think a quota system is necessary.- A change in altitude is all that’s
needed to reform the school’s hiring practices. Exceptions to the rules have been
made lor Whites, Reyes said, and if
changes are desired, they can be made for
minorities.
As a side note, Reyes pointed out the
Black and Chicano EOP programs are
being combined. All the facilities of his office will be moved into the Black EOP
building on the corner of San Fernando
and Ninth streets by July I.
The move, Keyes believes, is part of a
statewide attempt to cut education costs.
The Reagan administration has consistently pushed for a reduction in EOP
funds despite praise of the program from
the State Coordinating Council on Higher
Education.

s lawyers will successl ally
lie thud.
cemove (lie {idiot.. provision that he can’t
hold union id lice until 1980.

lie s against connubial visits because a
wile shouldn t be treated "like a prize
cow.

James R. Hoffa

Gift of V.D. brings
an unwanted reward
By BRUCE JEWETT
Valentine’s Day may have lett a lew
with more than just cards, candy and a
kiss. It one contacted venereal disease, he
can have it cheerf ally refunded at the
Student Health Center.
Located on campus at Ninth Street, the
Health Center is slatted with general
practioneers. There is no oft iris(’ Venereal
Disease Clinic. However, treatment and
cure of VD are one of the standard, no-tee
services.
Dr. Raymond C. Miller is the
coordinator of VU services at the Health
Center. According to him there were 80
cases of gonorrhea last semester.
tie also ment toned here have been nine
cases in lanuary. 12 ma December and 20 in
November. There have been no cases DI
Syphilis, which is more serious and
deadly than gonorrhea.
"I would say, as an eyeball statistic,"
Ur. Miller revealed, "that thirty percent DI
the cases were males and seventy percent
were females."
’the stall physicians attributes the high
number of female VU cases because
women are not always aware of venereal
symptoms. He said men usually "learn
right away through painful urination if
they have contacted VU."
Younger women students may "be less
aware 01 the dangers and symptoms of
VD,- Dr. Miller said. "But at least therein
less oh a stigma of being treated for VD
than there was several years ago."
A woman may think she has VD when
she actually has a yeast intection, the doctor mentioned. She can be treated at tin.
Health Center tor non-VD afflictions.
fir. Miller reports that syphilis is not
common with university students. Many
tear Vietnam veterans would bring back
"incurable" strains of VD. But at worse,
says Dr. Miller. "there are some cases
which resist penicillin but are not incurable. A major concern for Dr. Miller is
keeping students at San lose State

and updated annul
VD and the Health Genter’s services for it.
Every Thursday at the Student Union,
10 a.m. to noon, doctors discuss VD
problems with students. ’the rap session
is next to the Information center.
"You don’t lecture people on VD," Dr.
Miller stated. "You open it up tor discussion.Discussions are also held regularly for
Health Education classes and New
College.
Free treatment of VD tor students is not
only hound in colleges and universities.
-there is a Teen-Age Clinic amied tor high
schoolers in Santa Clara County.
The doctor stressed that all records,
both at SI St and the Teen Age Clinic, are
confidential between doctor and patient.
There is no required age to attain this confidentiality.
reatment and cure are not the only
duties of Ur. Miller and his staff. They
must also track down VD sources.
"For each individual that comes in with
VD," Dr. Miller said, "there’s someone out
there who he or she got it trom."
A patient is asked to notify his or her
sex partners and refer them to the Health
Center or to the County Clinic, it they are
not students. No one is reluctant to do
this. Dr. Miller indicated.
’the VD program coordinator stated the
"Federal government is very much
concerned with the spread of VD. It has
donated money to programs and case findings to light the spread. ’the biggest
problem iti finding asymptomatic cases
cases where the person is not aware he or
she has VD."
Family planning centers, the main
dispenser of birth control pills, generally
require a periodic physical check-up tor
women clients. Dr. Miller revealed the
centers also look tor signs of venereal
disease.
"I want to encourage students to come
in and discuss VD," Dr. Miller said.
"There’s no backlog of appointments."
lialVeVbIly !Wormed

Strays to be impounded

Dog laws start at Stanford; SJSU next?
us (MARL() I If’. BHADH1RD
It s a dog gone tile tor the dug
population at Stanford University
because impounding of stray dogs will
be entorced starting today.
Now, the question is, "How about
the status of the dog on the SjSU campus’?"
According to Lt. Maurice Jones in
security, although the Santa Clara
County dog leash law states that all
dogs must be kept on the owner’s
property or attached to a leash when
traveling from home, dogs can enjoy
the same freedom on this campus that
(hey have in the past.
The dog situation at SISU is not
new. In October 1970, a resolution was
submitted by lames Lioi, a Drama
Department equipment technician, to
the Campus Canine Control Crusade
which was in operation, to do
somet hing about dog incidents on cilium.

Several
recommendations were
made by the council, and in that year a
flyer was distributed during orientation asking students to exercise
tighter control of their dogs.
But, according to Lioi, the Dyers did
not attract much attention. "We’re
right back where we started," said Lioi
at that time.
Earnest G. Quinton, campus police
chiel, agrees that dogs are a problem
on campus. In addition to a number ot
bites reported in the past, there have
been several complaints about the
sanitation problem created by dogs.
Although dogs are not confined
solely to San lose Slate University,
they apparently create more of a
problem here than elsewhere, said Neil
Bohnet, chiel ol the Division of Animal
Control in Santa ClaraCounly. and the
majority of complaints from county
campuses come trum SISU.
Quinton says the problem could be

helped with student cooperation. "It
people would control their dogs, there
would not be many complaints."
One possible solution off ered, which
was never developed, was a dog day
care center, where students could
leave their dogs while attending
classes.
Dogs not only tight each other. and
beg lor your lunch, but they also find
relief from bodily functions anywhere.
In reference to dogs which continue
to remain in the Student Union. Ron
Barrett said in October 1971, they may
face a confrontation with SISU
security personnel.
Dogs ollend some people who are
eating, so the past policy of the
Student Union has been to identify the
dog’s owner and request that he
remove his pet.
"In 90 per cent id the cases this is
&Naive,- said Barrett. "We go to
every extent to lind the owner."
*s.

Leash less dogs

Banta Clara County’s dog leash law won’t effect the play of these dogs
nor the problems their "Ireedom" causes. Among these are sanitation. dog bites and an unprecedented population explosion of animals in the (minty.

Jon Batialall

As a result of a stronger ordinance
passed by the Student Union Board ol
Governors at the Oct. 12, 1971
meeting, unclaimed dogs in the
Student Union "will be subject to
removal by the Humane Society."
According to Barrett, things haven’t
changed too much since the new SU kIG
policy.
Two dogs were removed from the
Union alter the policy was instituted.
and apparent dog lovers stole almost
24 al the anti -dog policy signs.
Barrett added that the Union stall
employees have asked more trequentIN
that owners remove their dogs from
the building.
Alter the last sign is at olen, the Daily
noted in January 1972, no new signs
will be put up, since it seems they are
inettective alter a few weeks
exposure.
According to recent literature distributed by the Humane Society ot
Santa Clara Valley, located at 2530
Latayette St., Santa Clara, the animal
population ot this county is experiencing an explosive growth.
In one year alone, the Society handled 37.000 dogs and 41,000 cats for a
total ol 78,000 stray and unwanted
animals.
The responsibility !or this surplus ot
animals, according to the Humane
Society, rests squarely upon pet
owners ol female animals who allow
their pets to breed litter alter litter
which they cannot or will not keep.
Campus police LI. Jones said that
unless the cat y of San lose changes its
law, the Stantord dog action will not
have any atlect on us.
Since Stanford University is a
private school, it mat will to change its
own laws and does not have to follow
the stale code that a State University
must lollow.
LI. )ones Bald. "We have never had
any rule preventing us trom having a
tiog picked up 1 we hind that it is tied to
a door or entryway and is obstructing
tool indite.
"If we feel that the dog is dangerous
or has been grossly neglected, we call
the Humane Society to remove it,"
added Li. tones.
"Since we have in the past removed
doge when necessary. we don’t feel
that Ihr ilcug hie on campus will
change, especially with the warm
weather coming, and.- he said, "the
dogs on campus aren’t really any
bother. sip we have nothing lo worry
about."
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Lettuce boycott helps
farm workers’ plight
Do you ever stop to think about
the food on your table and the
people who got it there? If you do,
you will be disillusioned about
the democratic process that is
supposed to exist in this country.
When the very people who have
worked all of their lives
struggling in the fields do not
have enough to eat for
themselves, you wonder if there
is any meaning to the word justice. The next time we buy a head
of lettuce, we should realize our
luxuriant appetites cause many
to go hungry everyday.
Farm workers are fighting back
with the only weapon they have
the boycott. But they need help.
Every Saturday, pickets
assemble to boycott Safeway
stores, but more picketers are
needed. Support from everyone
will bring about justice for the
farm worker.
Why Safeway?
One out of every tour heads of
lettuce is sold at Safeway. These
stores are buying the very lettuce
picked by scab labor used to
break the strike. This form of
pressure was used by the growers
to force I arm workers to join the
Teamsters Union instead of the
United Farm Workers Union.
Another reason farm workers
need union protection is the control of pesticides used in the
fields. Recently inspectors from
the agricultural commissioner’s
office in Imperial County found
improper application of a pesticide to a lettuce field near
Holtville, Calif. Shortly after,
permits for the use of "Monitor 4,"
dimethyl phosphora midothioate,

were suspended by the
agricultural commissioner.
Manufactured by both the
Chevron Chemical Co. of
Richmond and the Chemagro Co.
of Kansas City, Mo., the pesticide
is dangerous to workers as well
as consumers. Although steps
were taken to prevent most of the
lettuce from reaching consumer
hands in some cases, merely
the wrapper leaves were removed
what about the many heads of
lettuce handled by the farm
workers? Who is going to insure
that their health has not been
affected?
the
The main concern
concern of the United Farm
Workers Union is for the farm
worker. Farm labor is a very hard
life and will exhaust a person
almost completely within 10
years to the point where he can no
longer earn a living at farm labor.
Farm workers must work long
hours for less pay than most
workers. The lack of union
recognition prevents the farm
worker from achieving better
wages, decent working and living
health
needed
conditions,
services, and the power to
negotiate like any other working
group of people in this country.
Recognizing the need for San
Jose State University to show active, visible support for the farm
workers’ plight, the Daily urges
SJSU Pres. John H. Bunzel, and
Edgar Niethold, food service
manager of the Student Union, to
publicly announce their refusal to
purchase non-union lettuce on
this campus for the duration of
the lettuce boycott.

War forgiveness
Editor:
We rush to greet and honor the
returning POWs, the majority of
whom served as crew members of
the planes which dumped tons of
bombs on North and South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos.
Wouldn’t simple forgiveness
seem in order for those who felt
they might best serve their country by not becoming involved in
the Vietnam War?
Or perhaps we are the ones who
should be looking for forgiveness.
Don Puffer

Bleak education
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Quota system has flaws
Dr John W. Iiilhasugh
Editor’s Note: Dr. John W.
Gilbaugh has been a professor of
education at SJSU since 1956. He
received his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees at Kansas State
College. and a Ed. D. from the
University of Kansas. Dr.
Gilbaugh is a syndicated colutnnist including the San lose
Mercury News.
HEW’s Affirmative Action
program, which in effect is a form
of a quota employment system,
may create more inequities than
it eliminates. While there are few
U.S. citizens opposed to the
concept of equal pay for equal
work, regardless of whether it is
performed by a person who is
male or female, Black, White,
Brown, Yellow, Protestant,
Catholic, Jew, Moslem, or any
other ethnic, religious, or racial
representative there are,
nevertheless, many flaws in efforts being made to comply with
HEW’s edicts.
While this educator has been
opposed from its inception to a
quota system based on any of the
above factors, he has never opposed a governmental philosophy
of equal opportunity for all U.S.
citizens with enforced special
privilege for none. That, of
course, is an ideal which may
never be achieved. But. special privilege legislation seems to be
subject to what is described by
he words open sesame. That is,
an unfailing means or formula for
opening secret legislative doors
and gaining entrance to achieve
support for one group at the
expense of another. The process
covers the whole range of
government. It is rampant in the
executive and legislative branches.
The tragedy of the system of socalled affirmative action employment is the cruel hoax that is
perpetrated by initial employment of persons not qualified
for some positions who are subsequently fired. Or, in some
instances persons employed
under a quota system who are
later terminated for any one of a
host of other reasons. During the
past week, for example, a young
university
faculty
female
member reported to this educator
that termination of her employment at the close of the
current academic year has been
recommended. She had been employed as part of the affirmative action plan which calls for emphasis on hiring of minority
( ’in members and women. As

an Asian, she qualified under
both points of emphasis: female
and minority.
Her first one-year appointment
was on a temporarty basis. But, at
mid -year her department
reportedly
recommended
regularizing her appointment to
probationary status, so that
benefits toward tenure and
retirement would accrue. Apparently, departmental efforts on
her behalf did not succeed at the
time, but she reportedly was
placed on regular appointment
status at the beginning of the
current academic year.
The irony of this case, as it appears on the surface, is that this
seemingly qualified female
faculty member who is a native of
India, has become a victim of the
aforementioned cruel hoax. With
an accredited doctor’s degree
from a major U.S. university, her
department has reportedly
recommended that her employment be terminated at the
close of the current academic
year.
This case should become the
focal point of an in-depth investigation by proper authorities
who subscribe to a governmental
policy of equal opportunity for
all, with enforced special
privilege for none.

You
My life is short but sweet and
sour some times.
My life is endless as time goes on
when your are by my side.
I am sweet when I embrace yot
with my arms, and sour when
have to say goodnight or letting
you catch your breath.
I am sweet when I think of the
times we spend together side by
side.
I am sour when I am away and
start to think of those good old
days of ours.
But I know, sweet or sour, you are
there waiting patiently for our
good old days to be reborn once
once agian and again.
Alfred de la Card., Jr.

and
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Venceremos fights for liberation
Editor’s Note: This column was 3,000
patients,
training
written by the San Jose paramedics from the cam‘friunity,’
Orgnaizing Committee of and teaching preventive
Venceremos.
medicine. The community conVenceremos is a multi -national trols the clinic through regular
revolutionary organization ac- participation in meetings and emtive in the Bay Area, with ployment at the center.
members participating and
In 1971, Venceremos joined
leading in struggles in factories, with the Black Liberation Front
communities, and schools. Our and the Black Student Union to
leadership is a majority of Third fight for the rehiring of a Black
World people and our Stanford Hospital worker, to
uses
Marxism- demand better working conorganization
Leninism and Mao-Tsetung ditions, grievance procedures,
thought as our guide to practice. and better service to the Black
We recognize that we are in an community east of the Bayshore.
era when imperialism is heading Then 175 riot police attacked
for total collapse, that the peoples their peaceful sit-in which was
of Asia, Africa Latin America and followed the next day by a
the internal U.S. colonies (the walkout of hundreds of hospital
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, workers, forcing the university to
Native American and Hawaiian accede to several of the workers’
nations) are the leading forces in demands.
defeating imperialism, and esWe have forced the city of Palo
tablishing a new world-based on Alto to provide public funds for
socialism.
the operation of a drug program
Therefore, we hold that is in the controlled by the people, and
class interest of all poor and facilities for a child care center
working people to fight for the for working women which is run
liberation of oppressed nations and controlled by the parents and
(outside and inside the U.S.) as teachers of the center.
the best and most logical way to
While we believe that only
defeat imperialism and establish through revolutionary socialism
a socialist society here.
will the needs of the people be
Venceremos has a great many fully met, we also know, from
members working in factories, practice, that through untrying to link their daily struggles compromising struggle, our short
to improve working conditions term programs and our right to
with the long-range struggles of control them ourselves can be
the working class and oppressed won. Struggling around such
peoples. We have organized fac- programs we are gaining in
tory core groups and union strength and slowly eroding the
caucuses to fight on many fronts power of the state.
for the needs of working people.
Venceremos members have run
For example, one member led a in local elections in order to
struggle to decertify a company publicize and fight for both shortunion, replacing it with the term goals and long-term
ILWU. Others have gotten fired revolutionary principles. When
workers
rehired.
Another Jean Hobson ran for Palo Alto
member led angry workers in a City Council, her candidacy
fight against mandatory helped a liberal slate unseat the
overtime, and management had to controlling big business interests
back down completely. In by forcing out the real issues.
another case, a group won the East Bay Venceremos members
right to rotate jobs to eliminate are currently aiding in the elecboredom and strain. In many of tion campaign of Bobby Seale for
these struggles, management mayor of Oakland. We have done
knows that Vencermeos members widespread precinct work
are leaders and our cadre are around Proposition 22, school
protected by the organized power board elections, and housing
of the workers.
initiatives.
But the needs and struggles of
Decent housing is a critical
the proletariat are not limited to need which caused Venceremos
factories, and Venceremos is ac- to create the Redwood City
tive in various communities. In Housing Union. This union,
East Redwood City, for instance, constantly involved in struggles
the People’s Medical Center, against slumlords and their
organized under Venceremos inhuman practices, has
leadership in 1971, continues to prevented evictions, won tenants’
meet the needs of the community, moving expenses, picketed landproviding medical service to over lord’s homes, and forced land -

lords to ,pay punitive damages
througiPsiChir claims court. They
have recently published a
handbook of tenants rights.
But housing has become more
than a local issue too as master
planners shift whole communities here and there to make
room for their freeways and
corporate developments. In
Hayward and Union City,
Venceremos, along with other
community organizations,
stopped one of those freeways
cold last year. And in San Francisco, Venceremos has been involved in the struggle to stop
redevelopment"
urban
(sometimes called urban
removal).
The fight for more rights and
ultimately freedom for all
political prisoners also has
become a main area of
Venceremos work. And of course
we have fought consistently in
the anti-war movement since its
earliest days, leading many campus struggles, and participating
in major demonstrations.
Because we consider it vitally
important for poor and working
people to fight, not just protest
imperialism, and because we
have been successful in
organizing large numbers of
people, we have come under
heavy attack from the state. Thus
we practice and teach people in
our areas the skills of armed and
organized self-defense. And in
several
instances we have
prevented bloodshed and
preserved constitutional rights
through the use of these principles.
We currently have a small
organizing committee here in San
Jose and our newspaper is
available
Underground
at
Records. Our principles of unity
are in the bookstore. People
interested in contacting us may
call 328-4941 and leave their
name and number.

Come
On!
Voice your
Opinion

Many of us who have been in
college for some time are beginning to lake a look at ourselves in
relationship to why we are in
college. The situation is bleak,
graduating
for
especially
students in their field. This
excludes such areas as business,
engineering, and nursing, but for
how long, who knows? A recent
report by HEW, states that only
about 20 per cent of new job
openings, will need college
degrees, makes things look even
bleaker.
Now, some of us are beginning
to askisn’t there more to a
college education then just the
end results of a B.A.? For many
people that’s about as far as their
degree is going to go!
A brief glanceat those students
I know, who have graduated,
reveals many mixed feelings
about how much they have
learned that can be useful in their
future. Many have felt the school
environment outside of the classroom has been more of a learning
experience then the classroom.
As far as immediate usefulness of
what we learn, only auto
mechanics, nursing, being a
teachers aid, and a few others,
fall into this category.
A look into the classroom
where many of our learning
experiences are supposed to take
place, reveals a "totalitarian dictatorship" on one hand and a
"loose seudo-hip structure" on
the other hand. Both are outmoded in that they serve a
student who needs a B.A. to
graduate (whether this happens
intentionaly or unintentionaly is
irrelevant). The learning
situation based upon what an individual learns, that he can use in
his society, is running a poor
second, in comparison to the effort of trying to get students
through school with a B.A. at the
end.
The classroom of the future
might be based on a planned
structure, where each student
would be required to learn a
certain amount in order to
graduate. This would involve ininstruction,
dividualized
allowing each student to work at
their own speed. Students would
carry six to nine units, and many
would graduate in eight to ten
yearsgoing to school only parttime! They would have frequent
feedback in the form of quizzes.
(Each quiz that you received
below a Pass, of 90 per cent, you
would have to take over). Group
discussions of contemporary
material with fellow students
and professors would occur frequently, as well as opportunities
to apply what you have learned.
When a student graduates, he
would be guaranteed a job in an
area where his knowledge would
be put to good use as a contributing member of his society.
Let’s get it together. Our
educational system is rapidly
becoming obsolete!
Philip D. Martin
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News Review

Two hours of sheer pleasure

Earth shakes,
L.A. hit again
By JAN GUST1NA
Compiled from The Associated Press
LOS ANGELESResidents of southern Venturp County were
jolted at 6:45 a.m. yesterday bye rollingearthquake measured at
roughly 5.75 on the Richter scale. At least two aftershocks were
recorded within ten minutes of the original quake.
No serious injuries were reported, but many storefront windows were shattered in downtown Oxnard, and roofs collapsed
at two stores in Oxnard and Camarillo. cities located about 50
miles northwest at Los Angeles.
Oxnard officials said 10 or 15 fires were reported, both in
buildings and in power transformers. All traffic signals in the
city were out, causing traffic pile-ups. Three rock slides were
reported on the Pacilic Coast Hwy.
Oxnard ()Bidets estimate damage at $1 million, mainly to
business buildings.
Residents tram Santa Barbara and San Diego said they fell the
shock, and jolts were noticed as farmland as San Bernardino and
as tar south as Tijuana, Mexico.
TEL AVIVA Libyan airliner which entered Israeli air space
was tared an by Israeli lighter planes yesterday, forcing it to
crash land in the Sinai Desert. Seventy passengers plus the five man crew were killed, and approximately 13 survivors were
pulled tram the wreckage.

Lettuce issue
sparks meeting
Chicanos trom San lose
State University and the community recently approached
the Campbell Union Elementary School District Board of
Trustees on the question of
non -United
removing
Farmworkers’ Union lettuce
of district
caleterias
the
from
schools, and were told they
could not be heard.
The board meets again
tonight at 155 N. Third St.,
Campbell, at which time they
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will again be asked to reconsider their earlier decision in
which they decided by 82-2-1
vote, to keep the status quo.
Mrs. Margaret Ota,
housewife and mother of 421
Westmont Ave., Campbell,
was told at the last meeting
that she "would not be heard.
and it she didn’t sit down, she
would be removed," by Board
President Dr. Robert L. King, a
veterinarian.

Peer counseling for disabled
students, a new project of
Student
Activities
and
Services, has opened this
semester in the Student Activities Office.
The program, now in the
experimental stage, has six
paid disabled students for advisors. The students were
trained last semester by Dr.
David Newman, director of the
Counseling Center.
The Student Activities Office is located in the old
caleteria building on Seventh
Street.
The
advisement
program’s hours are 9 a.m. to4
p.m. Monday and Tuesday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 12
p.m. on Friday. The phone
number is 277-2189.
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Sensitivity through massage
Inkeles massaging methods are relatively simple to learn He
encourages gentleness and rhythm over technique
A mellow atmosphere is essential to a gond massage under the
Inkeles method. Incense and relaxing music are Iv,i ol his
recommendations.
A firm bed or a well padded floor are the best surfaces on
which to give a massage. Inkeles believes warm, lemon -scented
vegetable oil is the best lubricant.
Nudity is required for a full body massage. The masseur (male)
or masseuse (female) does all the work, the person receiving the
massage should keep their eyes closed and remain completely
passive throughout the two hour experience.
"Once the massage is started, physical contact between
partners should never be broken until the whole massage is
finished,- Inkeles said.
lnkeles prefers st arting on the center of the body, the abdomen,
and working outwards, moving down the legs to the feet and up
the body to the arms, neck and head.
When the masseur finished with the front at the body, he
should wipe off the oil with a soft towel, turn his partner over on
her stomach and begin working the oil into the person’s back.
Inkeles demonstrated many different strokes for various parts
ol the body.
"A complete body massage is two hours of sheer pleasure,"
Inkeles continued," and at the end of a complete massage, your
partner (the receiver of the massage) is as close to levitation as
. he’ll ever be. So be silent, let the feeling go on."
However, Inkeles did stress that to give one of these massages
v is a lot ol work. Work is rewarded when the giver becomes the
receiver the next time.

By MIKE BECKER
Massage is the means, pleasure is the end, and better health
a
side
effect.
can be
Massage is easy to learn. All it takes is some study, practice
and patience. This is the message of Gordon Inkeles, professional
masseur and author of "The Art of massage.Inkles gave a two hour lecture and demonstration at the
Student Union last Tuesday.
The laying-on-of -the-hands has been around since the dawn of
mankind. In the past, massage has either been lauded for its
curative powers or condemned as a front for prostitution.
Its health benefits have now been substantiated as massage
has been incorporated into the medical profession as part of
physical therapy.
Antiquated warnings that massage should only be conducted
under a doctor’s supervision and the more recent negative connotations surrounding massage are now being ignored as more
people discover the sensuousness of massage in the privacy of
their own homes.
Inkeles, who sees massage as a holy experience. said, "We
touch heaven when we lay our hands on the human body." He
stressed that all mammals need to be touched, including people.
Studies have shown that physical contact is an important part
of human growth and development, he said. "Kids love to be
touched," lnkeles said, "yet as they age they learn to avoid
physical contact. American culture reinforces these taboos
against touching."
He said this can result in tension and the development of
psychological problems in later life. Through the relaxation of all
the senses by careful rubbing and kneading. man’s sensitivity
can be reawakened.

Massage: all it takes is practice

P" "’"

Vital campus funtion performed Engineers show
by Buildings and Grounds Dept. ’clean air car’
Although its main job
begins at night. the
Department of Buildings and
Grounds is necessary for the
daytime operation of San lose
State University campus.
Unobtrusive in nature, the
department takes care of the
physical operation of the campus. With a budget of $3.5
million, the department is
capable of handling any
problem which might come up.
It hese staff ol 285.01 these,
160 are custodians, only one of
whom is on duty during the
day. The rest of the staff in-

cludes plumbers, electricians,
gardeners, steamlitters and
even a full time mechanic.
The majority of the staff is
as
because
unseen,
Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds, Byron Bollinger
puts it, "When the students are
in the classrooms, the staff
can’t be."
Bollinger noted that one of
the major problems facing the
department is the recruitment
of new employees. A carpenter
he pointed out "can earn $400
per month more than one
here."

Some employees like the
security the job offers. During
the rainy season, Bollinger
continued, carpenters are not
able to work every day. but at
SjSU, the employment is fulltime, regardless of weather.
Like the other departments
on campus. Buildings and
Grounds has budget problems.
"If I can justify asking for additional funds, it makes it a little bit easier," Bollinger continued. "But we are never able
to get as much as we need."
Much of the department’s
budget is based on the square

tootage ol the buildings which
must be maintained. All at the
state schools in California
work under the same formula,
but if a school has a particular
need, extra funds can be
allocated.
Gardeners, landscapers and
other people necessary for the
care ot the campus also make
up a large part of the staff.
These people are seldom seen,
but it is the men who come to
work alter the students have
telt that bear the brunt tor the
smooth operation of the campus.

"EngineeringA Better Environment
Through
Technology" is the theme for a
special open house presentation today from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. in the San lose State
University
Engineering
Building.
The open house will feature
over 90 exhibits and displays
that cover a wide range of
modern science. Included will
several
displays
be
demonstrating
scientific
study in the areas of soil
conservation,
sewage

Backpacking tips offer basic essentials
on waterproofing boots,care of bags
By CRIS WANEK
(This is the first of a threepart series of articles dealing
with backpacking).
Freedom is the sensation
expressed by backpackers
young and old alike. Freedom
to move and not be impeded by
roads. Freedom to learn to be
self-sufficient and freedom to
expand one’s mind and let a
person become a part of
nature.
Backpacking is self-confained and hikers carry only
the basic essentialsfood,
clothing and shelteron their
backs as they wander through
miles ol wilderness.
For novice backpackers who
long to take to the trail and
explore the outdoors, but are
hesitant about the necessary
resources
and
equipment
needed, expert backpackers
residing in the San Jose area
have willingly volunteered the
following information.
When purchasing backpacking equipment, remember it
doesn’t pay to buy second
quality merchandise because
it will have to be replaced
sooner or later.
selecting hiking
In
hiking
proper
equipment,
boots are the most important
basic necessity. A good pair of
hiking boots will cost between
$15 and $40. They should be
made of leather or suede and
have vibram soles to help grip
the terrain.
When buying hiking boots
ask the store if you can take
them home with the
understanding of walking on
the rugs in your house. Most
mountaineering stores will
agree to this. If the boots aren’t
comfortable in any way take
them back to the shop and get a
pair which fits.
Waterproof Your Hiking Boots
Proper care of hiking boots
is important. They should be
waterproofed, preferably with
snow seal, and rock climbers
should epoxy the boot seams
Iput epoxy resin on the shoe
seams), because this is the
first part of the shoe to wear
binds Thould he
0111. Hiking

cleaned and waterproofed
after each wearing.
A good lightweight sleeping
bag is an absolute must for
overnight hikers. It should
always be made of down,
preferably a high quality
Canadian goose down. Adequate sleeping bags will cost
anywhere from $55 on up.
One -and -a -half to two
pounds of down is the
minimum
amount of insulation material a person
should have. More may be
necessary depending on how
much heat a person generates
while sleeping. All a sleeping
bag or other bedding can do is
delay the loss ol body warmth
by insulating the individual
both against undue waste of
their heat and encroachment
at cold and wind.
The type of construction a
sleeping bag has makes an
in
difference
enormous
utilizing effectively the insulating materials. Overlapping tube construction or
chevron overlapping tube
construction are among the
best tor sleeping bags. Check
the construction of a bag inside and out.

nylon and have aluminum
frames which are lightweight.
Most women can carry
between 30-35 pounds comfortably on their back and men
usually bear 45-50 pounds.
The newer knapsacks have
thick padded belts and

cushioned straps to relieve
pressure on the back so the
hiker carries most of the
weight on his hips.
It’s a good idea to weight
everything which goes into a
backpack.

Protect Sleeping Bag Against
Moisture
An ensolite sleeping pad
spread underneath the bag
while sleeping is a protective
measure against moisture and
for
maintaining
constant
warmth. In addition, a plastic
tarp should be placed
underneath the ensolite pad to
avoid further dampness.
For backpacking, where
weight and space are primary
considerations, a good tent is a
plastic tube tent which can
shelter hikers against wind
and rain. The only material required to pitch the tent is a
long piece of nylon cording,
which should be carried in
abundant supply for ether
needs as well. This tent is
lightweight and inexpensive,
about $2.
A comfortable waterprool
backpack is required. This
will cost approximately $28 to
VAL They are usually made ol
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"Stuff bags- made of
waterprool material with a
nylon draw cord, are
convenient items when it’s
raining or snowing. If the
hiker has his clothes and other
equipment packed in "stuff
bags" he will be able to remove
the few wanted items from his
knapsack
without
getting
everything else wet.
Tomorrow: Selecting the
necessary equipment to include in the knapsack will be
discussed as well as how to
choose the proper clothing for
a backpacking trip.

THE
INTERLUDE
SALOON

If you
can drive it,well
insure it for less.

BY APPT, 293-2747

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

’Stuff Bags’ Are Convenient

treatment, and water
purification.
Other scientific exhibits
that will be featured include
an Optical Emission Spectrograph, a punch tape
automatic typewriter, a
bidirectional ramp generator.
The open house is sponsored
Engineering
by
the
Department’s student aftairs
committee and is part at
National Engineering Week,
which ends on Friday.
February 23.

RI
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CAMPUS
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’Exodus’ crewman

Prisoner helpers host
Mardi Gras bus jaunt
By M1KL MAkIsM I It
How would you like to be
part of the parades and festivities of New Orleans’ Mardi
Great’
All For One tAF 0) is planning a chartered bus trap.
March 1-8, to Louisiana tor the
annual event
service
a
is
AFO
organization for men and
women who are in or have
been released from prison.
he organizers of the trip.
Martin ’ones and Martin Jones
Jr., are known as Jones and
ones’
they have their masters
degrees in psychology and are
former laculty members at the
San lose State University
Black Studies Department.
The juneses. natives at
Louisiana, said they picked
the Mardi Gras !or Mier trip
because, this IS an event that
the young as well as the old

Sups ban
cycles and
buggies
\
supervisors have banned all
oll-highway vehicles tram
county reservoirs because of
their hazardous effects to the
ecology at the areas.
Supervisors ruled Tuesday
that the vehicles, mostly
motorcycles and dune buggies,
cause erosion, damage to
vegetation, and are a menace
to park areas.
Hie banning ol the vehicles
means they no longer will be
permitted on slopes, bottoms,
and other parts at Stevens
Creek. %lamina, Guadalupe,
Almaden, Calera, Anderson,
Coyote, Lesington. Chesbro,
and
lives
dams and
reservoirs.

will entiq
The elder juries said the trip
is for anyone who is
interested. He noted that 15
SISU students are already
signed up.
Cecilia Peitropaoh. an SIM.]
tumor and a part-time
volunteer at AFO, said she is
going to the Mardi Gras
because. "I need a break and a
change. Besides. ’Jones and
Junes’ are from Louisiana and
they know the area like te back
of their hands." Miss
Piet ropauli added, "They’ll
know where and where not to
Both lunettes are enthe
about
thusiastic
excursion. They said the $115
for transportation is a savings.
A regular round-trip to New
Oreleans via Greyhound costs
$143.
Young Jones warned, "To
all
assure
accumodations
money should be paid to us by
Tuesday, Feb. 27."
The group will spend Sunday, Monday and "Fat Tuesday" at the festival.
"Fat Tuesday" is the day
tielore Lent and the climax of
:he Mardi Gras. They will
return Thursday.
Jones Jr. said, "I hope
everyone packs their bag with
ci costume so they’ll really be
part of the festivities." Jones
Sr. added. "It they’ll call the
AFOotficeat 294-3449 we can
give them information on
reasonably priced places like
the YMCA to slay."
MU is a community -based
organization, which has
volunteers from surrounding
college campuses including
SjSU.
AW helps former inmates
become readjusted and gain
community acceptance.
Jones Sr. explained, "You
see, the farmer inmate is
usually
frightened
and
isolated. People say ’Stay
away, you’ve been in prison:
A lot at them need help and we

Vonnegut’s book
is anti.status quo
By VIRGINIA GOLDEN
A total at 193,000 civilians
died under allied bombs
during World War II. And so it
goes.
Dresden. Germany was once
a line example of a city with
baroque and rocacco architecture. II was not a military
target. It was destroyed by
bombs during World War II.
And so at goes.
Billy Pilgrim survived the
holocaust of Dresden because
he was a prisoner of war in the
basement of a building called
Slaughterhouse-Five. And so
it goes.
How does one come to grips
with a world-wide disaster
such as the last great war?
Kurt Vonnegut jr. attempts In
do lust that in his anti -war.
hall -historical, hall science
"Slaughternovel,
fiction
house-Five."
Vonnegut’s best selling book
was reviewed yesterday by
Dr. Conrad Borowski, associate professor of foreign
language, at the faculty book
talk.
Dr. Borowski said that
Vonnegut’s popularity with
young people is due to the fact
that his books are the "antithesis ol standard values of
our hemisphere:*
Despite attacks from
literary critics. Dr. Borowski
pointed out that Vonnegut’s
novel is valuable because it
inprovides pertinent
lormation about a historical
event in a much better way
than a "dreary chronicle"
might have done.
"Writers of quality are not
writing for the statusquo," according to Dr. Borowski.
"Slaughterhouse -Five" is not a
great book by traditional standards.- Vonnegut, however.
was not irvine In write a cies-

Minority
recruiters
he Graduate Studies
Program at the University nt
California Santa Barbara IS
recruiting interested ethnic
minorities who may receive as
much as $2,500 per year.
Mike Gonzales. spokesman
for the UCSB program, will he
at San lose State University
today at 10 a.m. in the Asian American Studies Barracks
No. If.
Hugh Kawabalu, 11CS13,
said the program is open to all
ethnic minorities in any
department. He added that
persons working toward a
Ph.D. can receive as much as
three years of linanmal aid,
two years for a Master’s
at
and one year for those
working on a teaching
program.

sic, he added.
the
Billy
Pilgrim.
protagonist of the story, is a
"crackpot," says Dr. Borowski.
He is a typical representative
at the upper-middle class of
this country. He is an antihero. typical of so many in
modern literature. His adventures in Dresden reveal the absurdity of a POW’s existence.
In normal life, Billy Pilgrim
is a dentist in the Midwest. He
leads a dreary existence, save
has occasional imaginary trips
to Trallamador, a distant
planet which has sent extraterrestrial beings to Earth to
capture a sample of the
species.
Billy Pilgrim is caged and
on
display
put
on
Trallamador, so that the
beings can observe man and
his strange behavior.
Dr. Borovski calls Billy
Pilgrim’s experiences on
Trait amador
Vonnegut’s
"Promethean effort."
Vonnegut, he says, has done
"an excellent jabot giving us a
glimpse of the idiocy our
world has subjected us to."
The primary virture of the
book, he concluded, is that
some of the truth may seep
through -the truth about war,
about death, about senseless
killings. People must be made
aware at their insensitivity to
these things, said Dr.
Borowski.

Grauel talk Sunday
lohn Stanley Grauel. a
Protest ant minister who
volunteered as a crew member
of the ship "Exodus 1947," will
speak in the S.U. Coslanoan
Room Sunday at 8 p.m.

try to give it to them."
lone’ and Jones" organized
MU in 1971. It helps former
inmates find housing, lobs and
vocational training. If they
would rather go back to
school. AR) will help them
and
provide
general
counseling.
non-profit
This
group,
located at 411 E. San Antonio
St., sends books and magazine
subscriptions
to
prison
libraries. They also visit
provide
and
prisons
entertainment,
including
music, dancing and poetry.
While most of their energy
goes toward prison reform, the
’totems pointed out that they
try to help anyone who is in
need. For instance, if a person
wants to find out about the
welfare program or food
stamps, the joneses will help
them contact the proper
sources.
Miss Piet ropaoli said,
"These men are dedicated. It
someone has a problem they
either have the answer or
they’ll find someone who
does."
The lather and son team is
promoting
constantly
knowledge of prisons and
Both emprison reform.
phasized that they would be
to
speak
to
classes on
happy
this subject at any time.
Jones Sr. concluded, -Ile
main purpose of the group is to
help us help others." He added.
"We’re no big outfit, but if
everybody could do just a little
bit we could provide some
sunshine lor the prisoners."

The Rev.
Mr. Grauel first
joined the American Christian
Palestine Committee alter
hearing reports of Nazi
persecutions. Later he mined
the Haganalr, Jewish sell defense organization.
was
The
"Exodusovertaken on its way to
Palestine by the British Navy.
1.1 111.110 s. diSplaCril

The offending Frisbee, a red.
while and blue "AllAmerican" model. landed on
the floor ol a sodden room alter
breaking the fusible link in a
hallway sprinkler head and
tripping the system.
The Frisbee’s three accomplices sat unhappily
nearby, apologizing to their
neighbors far the two inches at
water that covered hallway
carpets and seeped into
carpeted bedrooms and tiled
kitchens.
Firemen shut down the main
sprinkler control valve as soon
as they arrived at the waterHow alarm, but the broken
head had already sprayed 25
gallons of water-per-minute
into the hallway.

The Rev. Mr. Grimm s
appearance is sponsored by
the Hillel Foundation and the
United Jewish Appeal. a
!till relief oirgdniItilt,,
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Jack Weiner, fiddling around

Hate a Family Fiesta, and
expizrience an adventure
in catins fine No:wan
food at Taco La Paz!
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Frisbee floods hallway
For example, at Stanford
University recently a misthrown Frisbee broke a first floor sprinkler head, Hooding
a hallway and 12 adjoining
rooms in a campus apartment
complex.

’Ibis report was a key tar lot
in
the United
Nations
resolution for the establishment of the state ol
Israel.

f(a.co

1Campus Review

By CRIB WANEK
Frisbee throwing, a popular
outdoor sport, is a relatively
harmless game until the player
misguides the Frisbee, at
which time it may become a
menace.

German
from
persons
concentration camps. were
returned to Germany. The
Rev. Mr. Grauel gave a report
to the United Nations Special
Committee on Palestine.

%acted at capital ol lenses may
be televised in Arizona,
reports the st udent newspaper
at the University ol Arizona.
Sen. Scott Alexander, 14 Tucson, introduced an
amendment this month to an
Arizona
Senate
bill
reinstating the death penalty.
The amendment proposes to
publicly
broadcast
prison
executions on local networks.
Perhaps Arizona could get
General Elei It to spoils, Ow

program I
"I don’t suppurt the death
penalty,Alexandel
explained, "but if the stale in
going to impose the death
penalty, it ought to be involved in its execution."

GOOD WILY
-S-ar sun

eRm.

..q10 E S.antst 4:1.114 it

He added televised
executions may increase then
lame as deterrents at crime.
which has been one just ill ca t ion
for
then
1011,1,114,11),t1

The PRBST BREWING COMM/Yr grezonb...
.(111

P
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The firemen mopped up the
water with special vacuum
cleaners, pushed it out
doorways with large rubber
squeegees, and used inch -and a -half hoses to improvise
drains for the sprinkler piping.
Moral of story: Flying
Frisbees can be bun, but look
out, Frisbees can cause
bloods.
Executions of persons conolOGINAJ,

Our Brewer y in 1844

ka139ettatil)3
The liyarl. Untrue Club will preeent
two Wm. at 7 30 p.m in the ST)
liallroom Admission is tree. Films are
Uespereiet.hase and The Hods end I.
Friday
SISU Hillel Club will hold a pot luck
dinner at at 530 pm at the lewish
Students Center. located at 441 S. lOth
Si All are insited
The Flying Twenty is now conducting
Ir.outs I.ir the SIbt Airmeet team Any

51SUsludentscarryingsix or moreunits
and holding a pilot, license is elisibb
and encouraged 111 apply. For more in
lormation call lerry lairbarin at 077.
0455. Cinema Quit at the Day...Wh
played Christ in "The Greatest Story
Ever Toldf" Whet wee the starertuddeil
circus film that climaxed with a env,
tacular train crash? What musical wa,
based on the no, el ’ I ales ot the Soul’’
Pacilicf

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
How I Photograph Myself by
Dictionary of Philosophy eri
Bunny Yeager. Tips on ailnr,
k,inec (Orig. $6) Now $1.911
our photos. (510) . Sale 54 95
Any Bride Con Cook by MauHow to Decorate For 8 With
de Owens. Softbound . $130
Antigun Ong. $7.95) . $2.98
Young Man I Think You’re
Cannibal Isle o novel by Wm.
Dying novel by J. Fleming ($4,
Stevens ($6 95) .. Solo $1.00
$1.00
Eleven European Mystics by
The Most Beautiful Dogs
Rudolf Steiner. From Gothic to
wonderfully i(lus.
$2.98
mid- 1600 yrs.
$1.95
You Con Cook For One
Moine Wino Moking nearly
tempting recipes (Orig. $4 n’
200 recipes (Ong. $3 50) $1.49
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fietisli, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion, Music, Art,
etc. Get these new books at Bargain Price NOW at San Joss Book
Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE.

C66R FoUH

Cajt qi

can Jose

Thur,doy
Lr’

OOK SHOP

Bmt Seller
Reprmts

295 5513

119 E Son Fernando between 3rd and 4th St,

ant/NMI/WO (11AM jote74
RATED

sug

PABST SELECTED AS AMERICA’S REST [VG’
AND SOME REALLY HAPPY JUDGES

VERFOYRGOOD
STLIFF

\ TOME TASTE OF GOOD OLD-TIME

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
Ask us about itchances are moose give you immediate information as to price, exact title and availability. If we don’t have it we
can get it for you promptly.
Open ’til

NEVER BEFORE
HAS THE PUREST
WATER,MALT AND
THE FINEST IMPORTED
AND DOMESTIC HOPS
BEEN PORTRAYED
SO LAVISHLY!!

PRODUCED BY THE FIRST OF
FILMED IN

NATURAL
BEER COLOR

THE GREAT MILW&UKEE BREWER
F iiefieiNt.IIIMPANY Milwaukee. W. Pew, Ilflahet, Ill Newark. NI L.. Anaelea. el . ?Asa

FLAVOR,!

February

Third all-time scorer

place him third on the all-time
Spartan scoring list.
Only Stu Inman and Goby
Dietrich have scored more. Inman finished with 1504 points
in 1946-49 while Dietrick had
1173 during 1967-69.
"Frankly. I don’t know what
records I’ve set,- Skinner said.
"I lust try to help the team win;
records don’t mean that much
to me. The 64 out -1, senior finished
his basketball career at Ben
Franklin High School in
Philadelphia. Penn. with a 22
point per game average and
was selected to participate in
the state all-star game.
Besides winning all -state
honors in basketball, he also
received them in football and
baseball.
"I prefer basketball because
it an indoor sport with lots of
movement and split second
said.
Skinner
decisions,"
"Besides, it was too cold to
ploy football on the East Coast
and I didn’t see a possible
career in baseball."
’the 21 -year-o/d guard said
he had a choice of over 311
colleges who wonted his
services on their basketball
court. He said he chose SJSU
because of how he was treated
by former Spartan mentor Dan

El RANCHO DRIVE IN
od arts
tow I

I sdustst.
. Showata

"WORIE t’s GREATES.1
Alit LIE"
"NOW lit! SEE HIM.
NOVe

"7!"."7::.".:

TROPICAIRE I
ttatra "It

LOVINL
1 HE
COUPLES"
"MOONLIGHTING
WIVES"
"IFIE MOLESTERS"

"ALL

all Loh, show

TROPICAIRE II
"TRICK BABY"
LEM Eastwood

"JOE KIDD"
"LB. JONES"
_
BAYSHORE

"

stlusot San
6111 ,rei
Dtoc-In Showing
Walt Manegs

SWORD IN THE STONE"
"20,000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEA"

TOWER SALOON
l’efitures

zz

JACOB CHARLES SET
1.11tir

Fri night

(OHM’S LARGEST MARGARITA
(1/2 Gallon)
1R’T CROSS
11)3 W. Santa Clara

San J..41

T.V.’s FOR RENT
Special Student Rates
’9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

LOVE UNEARTH THE
SENSUOUS SCENTS
LOVE

HAS

TAKEN

THE

NATURAL

FRAGRANCES THAT SURROUND YOU AND
MIXED EACH WITH A MEASURE OF MUSK
MIX ONE WITH YOUR OWN BODY CHEMISTRY AND SET OFF
TION

A

NEW KIND OF REAC-

$2.75 EACH

10th. St. PHARMACY
10TH. & SNATA CLARA
294-9131
FIA,Z71.7)

OUR

tivp
CAN
HELP
YOU

yet off lo
Prices
start
at $100.

die )101 .11ar1

Gimes
"Wines approached me firsu
as a student with a 3.8 average
and second as a basketball
player,- Skinner said. "I
wanted to be at a place where I
would be known off the courts
as well as on them."
Skinners name can be found
on almost every page of the
Spartan cage record book for
the following achievements.
Most field goal attempts
15141 in one season.
Second in field goal
attempts (1.097) in a career.
Third in field goals made
14541 in a career.
Second scoring average
leader (15 ppg) in a career.
season
best
Second
scoring mark 14461.
Second in most points 1331
made in one game.
Spartan mentor Ivan
Guevara said that Skinner
was a credit to the team. "All
the work he has put into the
game has been paying off for
him."
Skinner will graduate in
June with a BS degree in
Psychology. He then plans to
spend an extra year at SJSU to
work on a masters degree
before going into social work.
"I’ve proven that it is possible to be both o scholar and
an athlete and hope to have
been a good example to young
Black athletes," Skinner said.
Last year, Skinner missed
several games because of a
conflict with Guevara. The
feud was patched up at the end
of the season and Skinner has
been in every game since.
"Johnnie could have scored
more points the last twoyears,
but his changing into a team
player has helped the team
become a winner," said
Guevara. "I would let. him try
more shots if we had a much
taller and more balanced
team.-

Matmen
prepare
for finals

-We’re ready."
This succinct statement
were the words of San lose
State University wrestling
coach Terry Kerr.
Kerr was commenting on the
Spartan’s recent two meets
against Los Angeles State
University and Fresno State
University last weekend.
The grapplers are prepping
for the upcoming PacificCoast
Athletic Association finals
this weekend in Long Beach,
which should boil down to a
dual meet between the
Spartans and Fresno.
SJSU matmen recorded
their eighth victory of the
season, as they downed the
Diablos 34-12 in Los Angeles.
Dan Kids, wrestling at 126
pounds, instead of his usual
118 pound bracket, and
Donnell Jackson [heavyweight) led the Spartans by
pinning their opponents.
Rafael Mega 1118 pounds),
Oscar Trevino (134 pounds),
Jim Lucas (143 pounds), and
Dean Prescott (177 pounds) all
recorded wins for SJSU.
Mike
Cunningham
(150
pounds) received a superior
decision for the Spartans la
win by more than ten points),
and Tim Kerr (167 pounds)
won by forfeit.
The Bulldogs of Fresno then
handed SJSU a 21-18 setback
in Fresno, in a tight battle.
Once again Kids, this time
wrestling at his usual 118
pounds, and Kerr led the
Spartans by pinning their opponents in the losing effort.
Heavyweight Jackson was
upset by Mike Mendes 4-3, for
only his third loss of the
season.
"Fresno showed us a lot of
moves, but we surprised
them," stated Kerr. "They
expected to walk right over
The Spartans. who are co favored along with Fresno to
win the PCAA, are currently
9-10-1 on the season, and are
gearing themselves for the
finals.
In the PCAA, the league
championship is decided on a
final meet at the end of the
season, when all the schools in
(he league compete.

dirfrisr"-

epee Dar. a I ri. Insets

Coming up with live rung in
the sixth inning, the San lose
State University freshman
baseball team chalked up its
first win Monday afternoon
against Gavilan. with a score
of 7-1.
The Spartababes had ten
hits to the Rams three.
Gavilan’s only run was
unearned on an error in the
first inning.
Emanuel Powg started for
the Spartans going lour innings. giving up no hits and
taking responsibility lot
Gavilan’s one run. Budelt.
thf
pitched
Parson’s
remaining live innings, givinii
up three hits.
Coach ion Hennig admitted
that the Spartababes "were .!
little slow getting started. Ii
was our first game. We were

leo

,

Skinner drives

Senior guard Johnnie Skinner out -races even the referee
she goes for another lay-up. He has collected 1062 points
making him third on the Spartans all-time scoring list.

XEROX
COPIES

3t
i" Copy

EA.
FREE*

WTI H THIS AD
ONE PER PERSON
Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
LOOSE SHEE I
BRING THIS AD

Discover the World on Your
Last year Skinner finished
the season with 11/ fieldgoals
and 34 foul shots for 256

points.
With three games left to play
this year. he bus 146 field

goals, 51 foul shots for 343
points.
"Skinner is a much more
complete player than he was
when he first came here," said
tlleVONI
s !men rewarding

to see him become a winner...
For Skinner, the honors
aren’t over with yet. When the
post -season awards will be
given, his name should be
among those announced.

Spartababes blitz
Gators, 93-48
By PAUL STEWART
The San Francisco State
University frosh came
prepared to play basketball
Tuesday night.
Unfortunately for the baby
Gators, so did the Spartans.
lose State
The San
University freshman basketball team swamped the baby
Gators 93-48 in the Spartan
Gym, as they completely
dominated the offensive and
defensive boards.
The Spartans out rebounded
the smaller San Francisco
team 48-19. as guard Ken
Mickey led all scorers with 17
points for SJSU.
SJSU’s play was sparked by

Rec class
to offer
hiking hints
For those who want
respect, sorry Rodney, self
or otherwise, the AsStudents
sociated
Recreation Program of San
Jose State University has
just such a class.
The
complete
Backpacker will deal with
the pleasures and problems
at wilderness living and
travel, through a four part
series of illustrated lectures.
Feb.
28 -March
Fun7Backpacking
damentals
Choice of food,
equipment, packing the
pack, and use of proper
trail techniques.
March
1 421Wilderness Survival
Surviving in the wilds,
food and water sources,
shelter and medical
problems.
March
28 -April
4Mountaineering
. Off trail situations,
basic rock climbing, route
orientation
and
safety
procedures.
April 8-8Wilderness
Trip
imPractical
skills
plementation
of
learned.
There is .510 fee for the
class, which begins
Wednesday Feb. 28, at 4
p.m. in the C.U. Umunhum
Room.

10%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

excellent passing on offense
and a consistent defense that
olten allowed the baby Gators
only one sinit each time they
had the ball.
"The overall play of the entire team was excellent." said
freshmen mentor Dave
Waxman, "but you have to
remember we had a lot of
height on them." ’rhe tallest
player f or San Francisco was
8-foot -4, as opposed to 6-foot 1(1 center Mike Stevens for the
Spartans.
The tine defensive play of
SJSU was displayed during a
seven minute period in the
first hall, when the Spartans
outscored the baby Gators 228.

Piioi

Cord

For Discount

Sails each

September 5 February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus
iralasta and the Orient. Over 7500
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

’People
Pleas in
Pizza’

sandwiches
spaghetti

"Dave (Waxman) has a real
line team and it shows a lot of
potential." said Ed Boyle,
freshman coach for San Francisco. "Of course, we gave
away a lot of height, but still
San lose played a fine ball
game," he added.
The rebounding of forward
Greg Chisolm, and the ball
hawking of guard Jim Thorne
led the Spartababes, as SJSU
placed seven players in double
figures.
San Francisco led the
Spartans in turnovers 11-8,
but SJSU out shot the baby
Gators, 57.9 to 34.3 per cent,
Irom the floor, and 83.3 to an
even 59 per cent from the
charity stripe.

salads
brew
Pizza Palace
;

Introducing Friday Night Entertainment
Folk-Solo Guitarist

JULIUS JAMES
8-10 pM

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO BE HEARD!

OPEN MIKE
JAM SESSION
Bring Your Instrument and Your Voice
10-2 AM

For info call:
266-0217

1535
Meridian

.LCO
has’em
AKAI
COMPLETE
RECORDER

1.*

SUPERSCOPE

STEREO
TAPE
SYSTEM

(NOT JUST A DECh
BIT DECK PRICED)

ALCO SPECIAL
(his AKA I Stcico I ape Recorder comes equipped with the exclusive AKAIOX glass and crystal ferrite head...dust-and-weartree...lifetime guaranteed. But that’s not all. the OX -220 includes 4-track stereo/ monaural recording and playback. 3
3 heads. 3 motors. Continuous Automatic Reverse...and
EG.’.1.PA

95

SONY*

SUPER

THIS SYSTEM)
SONY’S Economical Stereo tape System with Lid-Integrated
Speakers, straightline record and playback level controls and
two V U meters, automatic shut MI. built-in reel locks, pause control with lock, automatic tape litters, all this and more at a price
that’s hard to resist.

LCO’S

pluct.

TEAC

OPE

611 MINATURE
BATTERY OPERATED
ACTIONCORDER
Small enough to lit snugly into hand,
purse, attache case or pocket, SONY Action-Corders go where you go. Besides
famous
built-in
featuring SONY’S
condenser microphone, each model is full
all the quality and dependability that’s
made SONY famous. A

9995

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
OPEN 5 NIGHTS ’TILL 9
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to 6
OPEN SUNDAY NOON to

(YOU CANT BEAT

499’

11,1:0’S PRII

SUPERSCOPE

,

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
CASSETTE DECK
(WITH DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM INCLUDED
For the master’s touch in precision cassette
recording. get your hands on the FEAC
angle.
expanded -scale,
350...it
has
mounted VU meters. straight-line, studio
style input and output controls, and much

more...

LOW

28950

PRICE

5

289 95

ITU

A LCO’S

PRICE

STAR
MOTORS
7.1 si.. Alorkr.t st. son

SEMESTER AT SEA

TAPE RECORDERS!

LCON
LOW

Present Student Body

over striding. But we did come
up with five runs in the sixth
inning."
The next encounter for SJSU
will be the Bay Area College
Baseball League Tournament.
beginning today at Stanford’s
Sunken
Diamond. The
Sparlababee brat toe will be
San loaquin Delta college.
The SI SU pitching staff will
have the help of Steve GordonForbes. recently sent down
I "rti I
y.

’Murals
canceled
Due to scheduling at a high
school basketball tournament,
all intramural games to be
played tonight in the Men’s
canceled
Gym
are
Participants should contact
the intramurals office foi
further scheduling inlormation.

Sports

Open an amour?, or
use Oaf easy payment pion
Or your Renkornerryera Mailer
Chow*, ’frit ’Mewl.

11 S. First St .U1 Me
301 Isis I Country Villays. Sao less
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Frosh trounce
Rams in opener

Skinner leads varsity
By RAY MORRISON
Pouring in 22 points uguiwa
Sun Diego State University
last Saturday evening Johnnie
Skinner, guard for the San lose
State flniversity basketball
teem scored his 1065 paint to

22. 1973,

SEE IT ALL AT
79 South Third Strout
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
297-7111

PORTABLE
CASSETTE -CORDER
the popular I 10A makes a 101 01 tricnds
everywhere it goes with such features as
built-in condenser microphone, digital
tape counter, locking last -forward and
rewind buttons, built-in recharging circuit
lor optional nickel-cadmium batters pack
and so much more ti,,’ little price
ICO’s
ALim

21,)95

PRICE

LCO

Comuiete electronics since 1945
ovE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
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In recent best-sellers

KSJS 90.7 FM

Christ is studied
By KENN HORAN
Did Christ actually due on
the cross at Golgotha! 1A, as He
betrayed by ludas Iscariot or
possibly by another ot his
lollowers!
Such provocative questions
form the plots ot two recent
best-sellers,’ I he Hord by
Irving Wallace and ’ I he ludas
Peter Van
by
Gospel
Greenway. built around the

lute

ol Jesus Christ.
Wallace’s book centers
around the discovery at a new

ANDRES
PIPES

:Z..

,Iler:27"4"
’so where else in the has area
san yoU lind these unique
handmade pipes at such lost
pries. OW in and see Isms
much y ou can sale
era
$67 I. sama
12th and I tub

Bel wren

‘streets
Phone 294- 06511

Bible. the Gospel according to
St. lames. In it. the evangelist
writes not only a chronicle at
the missing years of Christ’s
early Isle. but states that He
survived the crusitiction and
continu-i his preaching tar 19
years.
Wallace has supplied the
reader with many ot his stock
women.
attractive
tools:
rebellious businessmen. con lbw with superior forces and
descriptive love scenes.
provides a
also
He
at
list
large
surprisingly
Biblical knowledge: "Did you
know that the New Testament
makes no mentioning al Jesus
being born in a manger!"
queries the author.
Conllicts develop almost
Archeologists
immediately.
denoutiLe each other to claim
credit fur the discovery, a
reporter attempts to uncover
all the tarts, and a rival
religious leader plots to discredit the new Gospel in order
to increase his own prestige.
main
novel’s
And the
all
despite
protagonist,
the contrary,
to
evidence
begins to suspect that the
Gospel according to St. James
is a Iraud.
ludas Cusp,
In
The
t;reenway lakes a simii,ii
though more daring look HI the
1101) Bible In his novel ludas

Elton’s new album
’lacks imagination’

Iscariot is not only the her,
but is trained as the betrayei
ol Christ by Peter, the real
traitor. A British in-.
named Mallory dis,
..
writings iit Ilw Bilo
in the ruins of Qumran.

By WARREN HEIN

ill
learns
Vatican
the
Mallory’s findings and an
buy
to
dispatched
is
emissary
the writings at any cost. The
emissary, however. decides on
his own to accomplish his mission in another manner.

Elton lohn s new album is
entitled, "Don’t Shout Me. I’m
Only the Piano Player." Untortunately. he Was also the
composer.
Its strange and kind at sad
to listen to an unusually
imaginative and talented composer ol John’s stature go
n11181Cally
!rum a
quickly
successlul last album ("Hunky
Chateau"), to a deteriorating
style of music that stems from
the pre-sixties rock -’n-roll era.
"Don’t Shoot" dwells on the
past cliches ol rock, and disappointingly doesn’t reflect the
melodic Ilair that the English
piano player gave the world in
such albums as "Elton John,"
"Madman Across the Water,"

Shock billows the translation at the words ol Judas.
Not only are the words of the
low evangelists contradicted.
but Judas claims credit lin
seVeral sayings attributed to
Christ.
novels.
these
at
Both
unorthodox as they are, are
highly entertaining. Both have
been widely accepted by the
public I"The Word" was a
best-seller for
nation-wide
eight months’. Oh ye ol little
faith! How could you think
that the Bible would be bight),

and "Hanky Chateau."
lpon hearing the first cut of
the
"Daniel."
album,
tte

entertaining! Amen!

Musical ’Vibrations’
to open Saturday

ART
PRINT

Gael Douglass. is the story ot a
settles
hip cmnmune that
among devout Amish larmers
in the 1900’s.
The music, ranging tram ancient hymns to rock, will be
perlormed by "Flash." a local

A professor at biology al
San Jose Slate University will
leave his test tubes behind
Saturday, Feb. 24, to assume
the role of an elder in a
CORIAmish
Pennsylvania

reet-51$30.2114.515*****20-atel-11141.41414145110

.

munity.
Prolessor Charles Bell will
portray Herr Bachman in the
musical
rock
religious
"Vibrations" showing at 8 p.m.
al I.eland High School.
Tickets, $1 lor students and
$2 tor general admission. may
be purchased at the San lose
Box Unice or at the door.
written
by
"Vibrations,"

band.
San Jose City College will be
sponsoring the l.eland High
perlormance at 6677 Camden
Avenue.
of
direction
Under
the
George Costa, the production
will lour Northern California
hollowing
the
premiere
perlurmance.

i. PIn.
KSIS Plays Ruck
5:25-5:30 p.m.
Woman-to-Woman
5:30-5:35 p.m.
Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m.
Spectrum News
5:40-5:45 p.m.
Cooking with Betty and Elsie
’.64.1-7:30 p.m.

I

7:45-8:00 p.m
Spartan Sports
8:00-9:00 p.m.
Foundation
PaCillt:
Presents Ground-Strip mining in U.S.
11:6111-12:00 a.m.
hISIS Plays Rock
9:30-9:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
9:35-9:40 p.m.
Public Report
10:U0-10:10 p.m.
Fourth Tower
The

lisleitei in Iiii lo u.spei.l
great things. It is a very
mellow and fairly touching
number about a boy who

ballad/1 such as
"Your ’hung,- -Mona !AIMS and
Mad Hatters," "Last Incident
at Menton." and"Levon" are in

Clcssimuze
7:301:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
7:35-7:45 p.ni.
Rellections-Notes ills
11111511 III the Bay Area

misses his older brother.
"Daniel" leaves the listener
dying to hear the rest ol the
album. ’Itie rest ul the album
does lust that; it dies.
Numbers like "Crocodile
Rock," an AM ditty that
belongs back in the swamp,
"I’m Going to Be a Teenage
Idol," "Midnight Creeper," and
"Teacher I Need You- only
serve to remind the reader
why he or she doesn’t buy Little Richard or Beach Boy
records anymore.
Tlw kind at rock that John
pushes in’his newest album is
date,
out
of
simply
meaningless "fun" music that
was line back in the ’50’s and
early ’60’s, but not today when
the listener, besides wanting a
little more relevance, asks for

the past.
items such as
Flippant
"Texas Love Song" and "I’m
Going to Be a Teenage Idol"
just don’t come across with

Scholarship fund appeal

any lyrical meaning.
In"Teenage Idol." John sings
out Tatipin’s lyrics:
Ill be a teenage idol, lust glve
me a break.
I ni gonna be a teenage idol. no
matter how long it takes,
You coOt Imagine what it

means to me,
I’m gonna grab
in history...

An appeal for scholarship
unds
In send Bay Area
students
to
the Asilomer
Conference on "New Realities
at Power in Asia.- was made
by World Matra Council
executive director Ricahrd G.
Heggie

Tenants
meeting
tonight

To

height.
song
one
is
There
"Elderberry Wine," picked up
by AM stations, that does
move anti make the foot stamp
on the car Iloor. It’s the only
"fast" cut tram the album that
stands a chance at not fading

lime Salt use I 111,11115 Union
will meet this evening to discuss the possibility ol an
initiative to set up an elected
rent control board in San lose,
and roll all rents back to their

into Nowhere land.
What happened to the Elton
John mellowness and Bernie
Taupin sincerity that used to
till each album with easy

Student scholarships tor the
conterence are 539, but any
contribution may be sent to
Use %told /Weirs Council of
Stunt hero Cali I woke, 406
Sutter Si.. San Francisco.
1141041.

myself a place

With
this album, it is
debatable whether one wants
to remember him in quite that
light.

,in original sound.
Elton John is very capable ol
writing rock that is not totally
The
out of date. "take Me
Pilot" on his first album as an
txample ol swinging at it’s

ol

Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m.
Spectrum News

Or,
oria

Aug. 15, 1971 levels.
The meeting, which is open
to the public, will be in the
Student Union Pacilica Room
at 7:30 p.m.

listening1

AFRICAN -NIGHT
FEB.

Feb. 24-1973

Spinsored by African Student Union

TWO DAYS LEFT
59c each

ALMA.% - I MOJA - ISINDIAL
ASt,

FLY WHO?
Pi’

( St SJ

Us

Spartan Travel Mart

2 for ’1"

NOSTALGIA IS

DINNER (6 pm.)
Dodo Kido (Nigeria)
Diolof rice (glans)
Moambe (Laire)

GRANDMA’S PARLOR...
A GOOD, HOT FIREPLACE...
PLENTY OF HOME COOKING...
A 1900’S ATMOSPHERE...
1940’S PRICES...

Komu ndele (Loire)

in the College Union

goat meat

Complete meals from $1.39 to $3.50

and

281 20/0

’NARK

many more dishes
I Ni 11.KIAINMES

p.m.)

find it at ’POOR YORICK’S’
866 E. Campbell Avenue
across from the Pruneyard in Campbell

And two more groups
Blit. PARIS (10 p.m. to 3 p.m.)
484 San Fernando at 10th and San Fernando

286-0930

330 S. Tenth St

11$

Dance groups
WAIL Mlik.

Phone 377-9919

CLASSIFIED
AN
"JO58 IN ALASKA availawe
handbook covers Oh fields summvi and
career o0Dorlunities Pan YOUR adventure, $3 00 JIA Box 1565 Ancnoraoe all
99510
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements (Mater,’ Protein
Vita C. Vita E. Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H L etc
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo n.
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3886

Lova YOUR DOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Quotas
No Rises
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The fact that our
stuns products really are the finest is
reflects sour
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Pleas Make comparisons
We will ask you to do little research
before vs let you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
488 SO 5th 02
297-3868
GUYS AND GALSI
college-age BALLET class at
Join
Eufrana School r,f Ballet Basic technique for beginning dancers Small
classes-indivalusi attention Beverly
Eutrazia Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Deily afternoons after 2pm 277-3181
LIFE SCHOOL A NON-GRADED
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL FOR AGES 5 to
13 Wariest volunteers. suPPMe. Parents
& kids
59M-1546 884 S 2nd St San
Jose 96112
MAXIMUM SEX
Josh McDowell
Tonite 730
C U Ballroom
LEARN TOURNAMENT BADMINTON.
Class.* begin Thor. Feb 22111n3 Mar 29
7.5 30p m $8 fee Sign up C U Cashier’s
Office Instructor Roger Hedge (aii
_CAN YOU
2 or More hOura/iffilea
to tutor American Indian children? For
more into call 739.6030 Ask for Bed
McClellan
THE AFRICAN STUDENT UNION of Cal
State University at San Jos, invitee You
too evening of F estintiee Sal 24. at 484
San Fernando, DINNER 6-730 pm,
AFRICAN
FOOD.
featuring
Entertainment and a Pauly to lodes,
GUEST DANCE TROUPE WA TOMS"
FROM SAN FRANCISCO StudenN
$2 50. Adults $5 Couples $7

,RiDAY FLICKS
STRAW DOGS"
STARRING DUSTIN HOFFMAN, 7 & 10
p.m. MORRIS DAILY A110. FEE. 23

In

SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUE now in
Progress i General & Advancedl MWF
3 30 p
Fencing Rm Experimental
College A week course MW 2 30p m $10
Fee
Beginners-Registering Now.
ARTS MARCH 51
LIVE MUSIC every F n. & Sat 9-1a rn. and
Wed & Thus 8-10 pm Nvitunng the
GINGERS at the Spartan House 4th &

AUTOMOTIVE
:,ayrnonts 1.
1c

sAws

.i.i Bighorn. has so 1971
tFailllent cond $500 Call
365-5800 Redwood City
’Si CHEVY Y. TON P.U. 4 sp runs good
540(1244-3154
1111110PELKADETTLS.35 thou nu Clean,
good condition good tires, great
economy 257-5828
HIP VW IISST OFFER 227-5897
70 KAWA 350 Bighorn. has No 1971 improvements Excellent coed $500 Call
385-5800 FladWOOd City
’Si CHEVY- Ton P U
$400 244-3154

sp

runs good.

I LIKE MY VW,
BUT MUST SELL
recently rebuilt 1750 cc engine
Incepts) I un to drive and look. stock.
Extras Good dependable transponation
for $850 961-5739
VW II VAN rebuilt eng 8.000 ml Must
sell Best offer 9138-0885 after 6 a m
Mike
5$ PLYMOUTH.
Wedge. barrel. Hydro. Amer mad’s.
stereo radio $900 or beet offer Call Eric
2554565
CHBV. MALIOU 114 V-& clean excellent
condition upholstery like new Good
tires $400 /offer 252-3893
’SS AUSTIN AMERICA Perfect condition,
automatic $828offer 112 FALCON S110.
Cal 275-9105
_
VW Si VAN Rebuilt cog bottom Must
sell Best offer 968-0853 after 6 pm
Mike
14 MERCURY MONTEREY, low miles.
misspent exceilent condition Best offer
295-9601

FOR SALE
DRESSER with three large drawers a
matching nightsland $25 Cell 2/194102
after 8p m

BLACKLITE POSTERS $1 50 PATCHES
75c SLIP INCENSE 25-290. PIPES 51 00
8 UP. RADIOS $3956 UP, LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2200 & UP
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE 18- 511 95 4
$2285 STROBE LIGHTS $1795. GAS
OSLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING 51 98 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
515 from SJSU Phone 2924409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at price Best 501-Fl
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
nave the books you want & need & best
prices in town Yes. we buy & trade books
& records. RECYCLE 235 So 1st St 2866275.
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 varlet*
shops-1940 S lot St Ph 293-2323
Open We thru Sun 6-4 30 & 8-5 30 Free
Parking 8 admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & C011eCtablee
COMPLETE MAMIYA C-330 system. extra lenses plus accessories 1 year old
Save $400 227.1000
SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
coolly stereo equip retail check tv/us for
discount prices to SJS students (on all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bar5 Area on such nemeses
Sinew Pioneer, Marantz. Tim. Dual,
etc Cali us for weekly specials 1001 2925553 or 252-2028

Kam TRAILER for sale saw 28013’
1951 Good condition Cali 578-3159 or
leave message at 228-5109
CANDLE ART
Special 11 lbs wax 51 SO professional
supplies.
whole-sale PriCel
1536
Camden Ave. near Bascom 37/-9361
BICYCLE RACING? All the equipment.
$150 264-1752
PUPPIS& Osman Sheptierd. mother
MC rag, father German Shepherd-Lab
au or brown, 6 weeks. 13 582-2057
MEAD SKIS: 420 cm, -standard" Metal
with new bases, Slog strong Phone 2953885
A M1LUON USED 11001(11, paperbacks
once). and magazines Nast old
bookstore, Merriest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff & Thush Twice
Reed BOOMS, 81 E San Fernando btwn
2nd 8 3rd. 10 30-530 10% off with this
ad
SAMS ARE FUN with the new, colorful
acrose-the-tub bath tray Ss them at
LEE’S Town & Country Village
KCK LOUDSPEAKERS presents the
me LABYRINTH. This unit is fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system It offers no
comparison at $135 Meese call Bill at
354-9389 Other fine systems from 525
TRUMPET: Bsge B flat medium-Mrs*
bore Like new-prof essional quality horn
$260 or best offer Cell 268-2069

SKIIS & BOOTS Nordica 9 At buckle
Nein, sc,, //Ill cm salomon step-on bindings Both for $50 Will sell separately
Gan 287.4485

HELP WANTED
PENINSULA FAMILYweri-ts rinip-o-n-s4;Te
student husband and wile lobe summer
caretakers at mountain camp on
beautiful lake in High Sierra Duties will
be light ample time for hiking. boating.
swimming, fishing. reading. $100 per
month plus room, board transportation
Camping experience car, references requires Send letter and snapshot to Post
Office Box 2476 Menlo Park CA 94025
Ion prompt response
PERSON NEEDED to work in ceramic
shop pouring plaster molds Mrs 9-1. but
flexible Call Lis 984-4688
FIGURE MODELING petition Light but
serious work for persons of good
character Must be physically perfect. $5
to $75/hr Periodic. Box 1365. Mt. View
GARDENER-HANDYMAN, to work 3
hours every Sunday rnorn at Ulu Apply
815 West Sen Fernando Near Sunol St
MAXIMUM SEX
Josh McDowell
Tones 7 30
CU Ballroom
FLICKS "STRAW 00011"
NO DUSTIN NC/SWAMIS 10
p.m. MORRIS DAILY AUD, FES. 23
FRIDAY

WANTED: Serving Wench/Bar Maid, Andy’s Cepp’S Tavern, 157 W El Camino,
Noir,. 5 Pay to be arranged call 736.

HOUSING
LOE 1 br. apt* $130 wit* carpets Swim
pool Recreation Room (Summer Rates)
Call 25t -4W17
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 bdrrns turn Need
4 girls 180 slim W&G pd 656S f1th St
Call an 4 30p m 297-6309 or seems? at
8145 9th Si.in
2 DORM. APTS, for rent Stadium .5155
unfurn 576 S 5th St Call 293-4767 See
mgr in .8 or east ’nor on 04
140 AND UP. nice, comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown kit priv.. 293-3910 156
N 5th St.
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE. 3
Chinese girls went quiet person Super
Apt
on campus Feb free rent.
$47 5Wrno See 413 S 8th St efl 2975205
HOUSE FOR REHT 3 bdrm . 1 bath. 2
bits from larnpus $330 pen me until
June 241-4730
ROOMMATE - Female. uPeer
Own MOM in large house W/yerd near
campus $70,no Call 287-9422

DUPLEX. Newly remodeled $90
bedroom Move in now or March lat 24831323. 739-5479
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen & maid ServoCe, color
T V. Kitchen priv . tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$89 to 589/mo 290-9504 or 293-6345
UNIVERSITY CLUE-Co-ed Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano. color T V.
recreation room, kit env maid & linens,
parking, courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From 8711/rno 202 So. I 1th
293-7374
LARGE & 3 ER.. 2 ba AEK. carpets. off
it perk. pool. 4 blks to campus. Study atmosphere 470 S 11th St al 287-7590.
CLEAN. comfortable 1 bdrm apt. turn.
6335 8th St 5130/month Call 28157474
or 294-7332
LARGE 1 8 2 bdrm apts turn/slum
New carpets No kidsrpels 288-2008 283
E Reed St crnr of 7th
OUST APTS FOR RENT 1 brIrm-$110 2
bdrrn-$130 3 bdrm-S150 Debra Su Apts
628 So 10th SI
FURNISHED one-bedroorn apts fervent
$t45 per month & sec. dept 406 So 5th
St Inquire apt 165, 294-5270.
STUDIO’S $80 Ms Only 620 S 3rd St
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
share large 2 bdrrn apt with 2 other. $40
Go
util Walking distance to campus
2924636
LARGE, CLEAN. FURNISHED 2 bdrm.
AEK parking lndry Quiet study atmosphere 5220 643 S 8th St et 2944749
LOC. 1 ED. New shags, lure mod W/0
Pd 293-7796 751S 2nd St
FROM $68/mo. New room* sera* the
Campos Ail prov
pd Men at 99 S
Be women 278 S 10111 St Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for imps.
lion Call 295-8514. 250-8528 or 2879585
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
share 5,962 Ss opt with 2 others $40
eft util Walking distance to campus.
292-7866
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE: WIll pay
buyer 550 to take contract contact Bob
Martin 388-8884 or 256-8330 Leave wasROOM FOR RENT. Women only
$80/mo Kitchen, only if buying own
food Phone Barbs. at 297-3000 Eat
1742
efMARRIED COUPLE-Rent. at
ficiency size cottage, Los Gas in exchange for gardening, arx1 housework
354-8877 between 3-5 pin

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apts Iwo 5130. unturn $120
vow new carpets Ouiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4111 St Call Ben 281383133 or John 356-5708
3 SEIRM., 2 bath Townhouse, 10 rain
from State near McKee & Jackson $103.
cleaning deposit $205 month call 2517450

LARGE 2 BORM, a BATH FURN. APTS.
$150imo See at 508 S 11th St Call 2947386. Summer rates 5110.
DUPLEXnewly remodeled 1 bdrm 590
Ice box & stove Also. 1 turn room,
tamale snare house $45 Low, low
summer rote 246-3023. 739-5479
SUNNY ROOM In large house. 570/month 98 S 17th St or call 295-7441
GIRLS TO SHARE newly turn. rooms
One 515 from campus All util. pd. Kit.
pnv , washer & dryer. 441 S. 6th Si, Mrs.
Rodger 297-4057 $50/rno.
LARGE, FURNISHED, carpeted apt
summer rates. Indry. facil. Oust. 536S
8th St. 09 call 295-7894.

SERVICES
TYPING. EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 244-6444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Call Fische’, 2512596
TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt .623
267-4355
PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings -525
Passports -54
Commercial PR-Journalistic Call 27$
0596 Color & SW
TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can edit’
Master’s etc Near SJCC Mrs Aslonlan
298-4104
PRIVATE CLASSES in WEAVING,
MACRAME.
SPINNING
NATURAL
DYEING & BATIK. Credentialed tumor
Whose instructor Reasonable prices
9421-8750
DRUG1D
Anonymous Analysis
(4151965-1158
CARPORT FOR RENT by the month
across from Duncan Science Bldg 367
So 4th St Apt al)
CHILD CARE - playgroup MW F 2-3
yr olds Certificated leacher Multicultural home $3 day or 506 hr 268.5063

PERSONALS
BE A FRIEND to handicapped num Live
free in altrective room Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 all 5

MAXIMUM SEX
Josh McDowell
Tomtit 7.30
C U Ballroom
FRIDAY FLICKS "STRAW DOGS"
STARRING DUSTIN HOFFMAN, 7 & 10
p.m. MORRIS DAILY WO. FES, 23.

TRANSPORTATION
ATHENS $1911, N.Y 595 One-way ticket
on Pan-Am 747 Jumbo Fly any day until
March 13 Pam-Am has daily tfights-this
is not a charter. No risk 287-9228
EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks 1m
5220 Jon our minibus loaded with guys
and gals from 7 English speaking countries Camp & communicate with
Europeans See Russia-Scan-GreeceTurkey& more Send for brochure: Going
Pieces-SD 422S. Western LA. Cala Tel
385-0012
EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days. 8 nights, Inc’ round trip etr fare
hotel, all transfers plus extras
Mazatlan - $199
Puerto vagina - $229
Acapulco - $299
For info , contact Richard 274-4613 latter
50m/
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
elusive London departures Small.
ternabonal group camping travel Ages
8-30 Also Europe, Africa. India. 3-11
wks Wnte Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . Box
1497, K.0 . Mo. 64141

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
charter Slights International, call campus rep Barbara Nevins, 28621196
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
IhrOughOut Eurpoe Russia and Mexico
Otfocoal SOFA agent for ofiler-European
student carte, Ilighlb, including Middle
East. and Far East CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd e4 LA Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 626-5669. 826-0955
CASTERS SPRING CH ****** LIGHTS
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak Round
trip-5176 Also Minneapolis Limited
seats, $55. each way. For flight into, contact Richard 274-4813 (after 5 p.m I
CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete dornee
programs. ConteCt
tic/international
Craig. Student Services West Inc.. 236E
Santa Clara 9710 267-1$301

LOST 8. FOUND
FOUND: Brown male puppy 9 weeks N.,
ID Found at Big Dipper Sandwich Shop
Cell 2634179 evenings
"LITTLE" 16 LOST: Shaggy tan-colored
one year old male mixed poodle& terner
Missing since v6 veer SJS Cell 2949410
LOST-Turquise & silver neologies on
campus. Reward 335-9983 Leave in..
mos
LOST: Gold Ankh ke/gOld chain. bens
Pb bldg in front of chapei loll Fah 12
Reward cell 262-6304

